
4003-B2 Instructions 
 
 

1. Set program Key-Key used to set master key. (Back up Emergency key) 
 
A. Push the reset button on the back of the keypad. (Three beeps) 
B. Touch a iButton key to the reader (three quick beeps) 
 

2. Set Master Key-Key used to set perminant codes. (Emergency) 
 
A. Touch the Program key to the reader twice (led flashing, lock unlocked) 
B.  While led is flashing touch another iButton key to the reader (one beep) 

 
3.   Set Permanent code- Permanent codes are set for only one user, and the lock will  

Automatically lock behind the user. (4-second delay). Requires the use of 
master key to assign permanent code. 
 
A. The Switches on the back of the keypad must be S1 Down and S2 up (up 
being the top of the keypad) 
B. Touch master key to the reader twice (led flashing) 
C. Punch in the permanent code while led is flashing, followed by the # sign. 
 

4. Set temporary code- Mode used that lets the user set a unique locker code, while 
they are at the gym.  When the first user leaves a second user can enter his 
unique code, which is kept until, that user leaves. 
 
A.  The Switches on the back of the keypad must be S1 up and S2 up (up 
being the top of the keypad) 
B. Push in any code. 

       
       5.   Set guest iButton Key- This is a key that is assigned to for a long-term user like             

the permanent code and requires the use of the master key to assign guest key.    
 
A.  The Switches on the back of the keypad must be S1 down and S2 down 
(up being the top of the keypad) 
B. Touch master key to the reader twice (led flashing) 
C.  Touch the guest key to the reader.  

 
 
 


